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Let k be an algebraic number field of degree n over &, n =rl+ 2rs and 
let WI, . . . . Wn be a fixed basis of the ring of integers o over 2. For z E k, 
z= zB1 qwt, at E (1, c(z, R) will denote the disc {c E k, c= 2 biwi, bt E Q, 
~i1~-bt12=zfi} and ~(0, R) will be the disc (CE k, 5= zbtiwr, xb;<Rz). 
, . . ., c8 denote all the mtegers m c(z, R), no two of which are 
associates, none of which is a unit and such that I&]<nT(&), l<t<s. 
Such a set is not unique, but we choose one with a maximum number 
of elements. We say that G(z, R) holds if it is possible to select pairwise 
distinct prime ideal factors PI, . . ., ‘$ of 51, . . ., c8 respectively, R= R(lzj) 
being the 1.u.b. with this property. In this case we wish to give lower 
bounds for R as a function of jz]. It was proved in [3] that R> (log ]z])lln 
(log log Ix])‘” (log log log jzj)- in. Recently it is proved by RAMACHANDRA, 
SHOREY and TIJDEMAN [l], that in the case of rational integers g > (log n)3 
(log log n)-3. In this note we prove that in the case of number fields, 
Rn > (log Izl)3-, where E>O is an arbitrary constant. However, for 
convenience we will prove Rn > (log Iz])a-* (log log /4)-a, which is equiva- 
lent to the result stated above. The proof of this follows the line of proof 
of [l]. However, the proof is self contained except for Stark’s theorem. 
The main theorem is deduced by using the following theorem of STARK [2] 
instead of the analytical arguments of [l]. 
THEOREM (STARK). Let al, . . . . am be non-zero algebraic numbers of 
degrees less than or equal to d and sizes <AI, . .., A,,, respectively. Let 
Bl, ***, pm denote algebraic numbers of degrees less than or equal to d and 
sizes ( B. Suppose that B -=c Hlog H, H > 0, E > 0, 6 > 0, then if 
holds, then 
0<&31logor1+ --++Bmlog&nl~e-da 
H < c( fi log A#+“, 
5-l 
where c=c(m, d, E, 6) is an eflectively computable positive constant. 
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I wish to thank Professor K. Ramachandra for many helpful dis- 
cussiom in connection with this work. 
$ 2. We will give here some auxiliary lemmas which will be used in 
the sequel. 
LEMMA 1. (PHILLIP HALL). A family @ = {St, i E I} of finite subset8 of 
a set E possesses a system of distinct representatives if and only if for every 
finite subset J of I, the number of element8 in J does not exceed the number 
of elements in the union of the sets q, j in J. 
The following is a straight forward deduction from Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. b’uppose G(z, R) holds, then there exist integers in c(z, R+ l), 
coo, ***, (‘t such that the number of prime ideal factors of J&,, & does not 
exceed t. 
PROOF. In lemma 1, set 1= (CO, . . ., Cs), the integers in c(z, R+ l), none 
of which is a unit, and for every i E I, we associate St = the set of prime 
ideal factors of 56. By the choice of R, it is not possible to choose distinct 
representatives from St, i E I. Hence there exist 50, . .., Ct such that the 
no. of prime ideal factors of ntwo ~5 G t. 
LEMMA 3. The number t in lemma 2 can be assumed to have the following 
property. All the prime factors ‘$3 of IT;-,, 5~ have N(p)<CoRn, where CO 
is a jked constant depending only on the field k. 
PROOF. Let t of lemma 2 be minimal. Now if ‘$3 is a prime ideal such 
that ‘$1x, x E ~(0, 2R+ 2), then N(p) G&R%, where CO is an absolute 
constant. We assert that -J-J-o 54, with t minimal, satisfies the required 
property. For firstly, if t = 1, [e[i is a prime power. Moreover 5‘0 - 51 E 
E ~(0, 2R+ 2). Hence N(‘$) Q C&n. 
Next, let t > 1. Then the number of distinct prime factors of 50, . . . , [t 
is G t. If a certain [f has a prime factor ‘$ such that N(‘$)>CoRn, then 
t 
it does not divide any &, i #j and rl[ & would have at most (t - 1) distinct 
i-0 
i*i 
prime factors. This contradicts the minimality of t. Hence the lemma 
is proved. 
For every prime divisor p of J-J:-, &, we take an f(!$) from 50, . . ., Ct 
such that no other element contains ?j3 to a higher power in its factorisation. 
Since we have t + 1 integers with at most t prime factors, at least one of 
them, say [* is not in the range of f. Hence for IzI > exp (RI/n), we have, 
#lzl< Iz-c’R[ G ]cJ*I G N([*) G (CoRn)t, c’ an absolute constant. 
Hence 
(1) 1% I4 t>---. log R 
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On the other hand, by prime number theory, 
CO.J@ t+--. log R 
Combining the above two inequalities for t, we get 
(2) R > (log (zj)rln. 
Assume that 1x1 is sufficiently large. Denote by N, the set {co, . . ., &> 
and by P the set of prime divisors of n,“-,, C . Let No, Nr, Ns be the subsets 3 
of N, consisting respectively of elements which are not in the range of f, 
are the images of precisely one element of P and the images of at least 
two elements of P. 
Hence IV = NO + Nr + iVs. 
Now we shall improve the inequality (1) for t. 
LEMMA 4. Let 51, . . . . TV be algebraic integers such that 
w3> 15il >A 
Then 
N(&, &)<B Bi,j=l, . . . . w i#j. 
N(L.C.M. ([I, . . . . &))=N[&, . . . . TV]> Max /-. 
l<d<o B*“+1) 
PROOF. We prove this by induction on v. We first prove 
The assertion is trivially true for v = 1. 
Suppose the assertion is true for v. Then we will prove it for v+ I. 
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Now N[Cl, . . . . 5vl>N[Cl, . . . . &I, l<i<w. 
Hence 
ml, -*., ToI> Max Ad. l<f<o B,“cc-l) 
We will now prove 
LEMMA 5. I/ t <q& QO= INO/ and C&R@< (log izj)3, then 
t> c* (lo!3 l4P 
(1% 1% I4 I2 * 
PROOF. The elements of NO satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4 with 
of the elements of NO A = ) IzI -RI, B= C@. Hence denoting the L.C.M 
by LO, we see that 
N(Lo)> Max 1 Id-RP 
1<4%?, 
(~oRn)tW-l) ' 
Choose i= [I/t] + 1 and we get 
Let ‘$ E P and let ‘jY’ejf(b) with /&J maximal. We know that N(Lo, 
‘$%)<C&~. Since LO is composed of primes from P, this implies that 
Wo) < (C-JW. 
:. I IzI -RI”“< (N(.Lo))(COR~)~< (COR~)~~ 
c*(log 14J2 
*** t> (log log 12[)2 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY TO LEMMA 5. If 
(1% 14J2 
t<c* (log log 121)s and CoRn< (log (zI)3, 
then 
PROOF. Notice that 
2 INzl<t+l. 
:. By lemma 5, 
IN11=t+l--INol--]N2l 
> y -I/t>; -p 
Q.E.D. 
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Let 01 E k be an algebraic number. By size of OL we mean d(a) + H 
where d(a) is the smallest rational integer for which d(a). ar is an algebraic 
integer and /al= M~x,,~~~,~, (0~~1. We will now state a lemma of [3]. 
LEMMA 6. Let 01 be an algebraic integer of degree n=rl+ 2r2, then there 
eX’i8t8 a unit &=.q . . . @, r=rl+r2-1, such that 
CIN(or)ll/n < size (ae) <D(N(ar)llln 
where C, D are positive constants. 
We will now prove: 
LEMMA 7. If (C&)* < (log /z1)3 then 
t > u (1% I4 j2-” 
(1% 1% HI2 . 
Where E> 0 is an arbitrary constant and u> 0 is a certain smd! positive 
constant. 
PROOF. Assume on the contrary that 
(3) 
(log I4 j2-. 
t<“(loglog/2))2 
and u<c*, a constant to be chosen suitably. Then because of the above 
corollary, we have 
The elements of NX are of the form 
where 
Arrange the numbers vj E N1 such that 
Let ~51 be the L.C.M. of the ideals !JJ&, v E Nl. 
Then, as above, 
N(Ll)<(COW. 




We take i = [*l/t] + 1. 
Hence 
vow > ((7$;;l,z * 
. * . A Q (C#yt 
and so we see that 
(4) N(%Jbj) < (COR~)~~* for \ < j Q t . 
Therefore there exists a subset Na of NI consisting of at least [t/8] 
elements Y such that iV(‘9JIJ Q (C&n)3”t< exp (9@ log log 121). 
Arrange !Y&, Y E Ns, in the increasing order 
N(%q) < N(YJxJ G . . . . 
Let K and K1 be integers (functions of 121) to be suitably chosen and 
assume that 
K1<T 3 , K=O(Kl). 
Now 
Q (C@Rn)3Kvt 
G exp (18 Kit log log 1x1). 
Hence there exists a YO, 1 =GYOQ KI - K such that 
I/t log log 1’1) * 
Hence we have, for i=l, . . . . K 
6% 1 Q N(~‘YO,k) < exp N(Wvo) ’ 
We shall fix K2 later to be cl log lzl/K where cl is a large constant. 
If each pair L,, L2 corresponding to the ideals ‘$8, above satisfies 
IL,-L,I>Kz, (vo<i<~o+K, ~1792) 
then the max. L, has to be greater than KKg>ca log Iz]. But L, is at 
most ca log \zJ. Since c2 is chosen sufficiently large, this is a contradiction. 
Hence there exist at least two numbers L,, l& such that 
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Let &, ES be the elements of Ns corresponding to the integers l&, Ly, 
respectively. i.e. ([I;) = (!j+ 1Lv~ !I,JI’& (Ez) = (!&Gz D’v~). Moreover, we may 
assume that N(‘32’~~) >iV(Srn’~,). 
Now O<l&-t21 <R 
Let h be the class number of the field. Then we have 
(6) 
where I)+I, pv2, m’vl, m’v2 generate QQ, ‘$Q, ‘WQ, ‘S&h respectively, 
a=Lv2--Ll and ~1, . . . . Er are generators of the group of units of 
O, nt E 2. Moreover, the generators pi{, rn’q are chosen, with the help of 
lemma 6, to satisfy the property, 
Now considering the fact that det llog E;[ is a constant depending only 
on the field K, from (6) it follows that 
14 < 1% 14. 
Let 
Now 
By taking the principal value of the logarithm, we have 
(7) 
Using (6), we write (7) as 
(8) o<~#?llogal-logar2+ i nrlog~f+2h~~l <A 
i-l VI4 
where tl Q (4 5-h). This follows by taking the principal values of (h/E@ 
and equating the imaginary parts. 
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Notice that the size of 011 does not exceed cs(log I@*, since size pi< 
c (G%wh’n 
where t2<(4&), as in (8). Set &=[t/l6] and using K<#KI, we get 
pog a21 QCs 
K log log Jzj 
vt 
+ c, 1% Id 1% 1% lg. 
K 
Let K be such that 
c6K log log I4 <c7 log I4 log 1% I4 
P K 
i.e. Ke < CT/Q ft log IzI. 
Set K = [cg(log Iz])WJ, CB = (c7/c#. 
Notice that K= O(Kl). 
Hence 
! 
Ilog Ly2I Q 
Zc7 log 121 log log (21 
K 
(9) 
< 4c7 log I4 log h3 I4 
ca(log 12p t* 
! < Cl0 (log MY log log Jzl tf * 
Now size 
lx2 < 2 exp (Sjh log log Izl)(CoR”)“~@ 
<'118xp ( 3s log lz] log log )2) K -t 9lt log log 121 ) 
hence using (9), size 
012 G cl1 exp ( 
&cl log (21 Iog log 121 
cy1og [zl)W 




e1 (log ~z~)'log log Jzj 
2 if* + 91/t log log 121 > 
~~11 exp (194 log log 14) 
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provided t > (Gc&,) 413 (log 121)2/s this is sstisfied because of (1). 
Therefore size as < cl1 exp (lSv$ log log 1x1). 
Moreover L, = pi < cl2 (log Izl)h. 
Let S=K4=cl1 exp (18 It log log 121). 
Let E> 0 be sa in (3). Choose E; =&/4-q ~4 =&/2(2-e) and E; =E; +e,l+ 
+ e;ei and H = (log 8)1+s’1. 
Then clearly size Bi, n+ 1 Q i <r are <IFOg H. 
Then (log Q)+ > size LYE. mm1 log (size E‘) and 
H>cfilogsizeacfilogsizeq. 
i-1 1-l 
Hence by using Stark’s theorem stated in the introduction, we have 
from (8), 




(10) (lob3 I4 12-” t>uo (log log 121)2. 
Where ~0 is an effectively computable constsnt depending only on E end 
the field k. 
Now let ul= min (u, uo), u, U,J ss in (3), (10) respectively. 
Then 
(log 14)2-s 
t>ul (log log 121)2 *
This completes the proof of lemma 6. 
$ 3. We will now prove the main theorem. 
THEOREM. If CORn < (log JzI)~, then 
(lol3 I4)3-s 
Rn s (log log Izl)3 
where E> 0 is an arbitrary constant. 
PROOB. If not, resume thst 
where a is s + ve constant to be chosen suitably, E > 0 is s fixed arbitrary 
constmt. 
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By lemma 7, 
(12) 
(log Iz1)2-*‘1 
t>” (log log I@ 
where E; =e/2 and u is a certain small +ve constant depending only on 
E; and k. 
By a standard argument of ERD~S as in [3], it follows that 
I Id-wo G NC)~ 
gp W(B)) 
gRc’R” WR)‘+‘, INo1 =qo 
qo log IzI < 2c’Rn(log R)r+z 
:. qo < cnRn 
(log log lzl)r+2 
log I4 ’ 
Further, 
INIl > t + l- ; - c12 Rn(lo;;;llrl)r? 
u (log Izlyl 
’ 2 (log log 121)2 - 
Cl2 Wlog 1% 14)r+2 by usbg (12) 




lNll > 2 (log IZl)2-a’1 
4 (log log1 21)2’ 
provided 
R,, < u(log 1’1 )-‘l 
+fQ2(1oglog I@ 
which is possible provided 
(14 Rn< -?- (1% I4 13-” 4 * Cl2 (log log /21)3 * 
By the argument of Erdiis, 
(16) J-J N(c) < Rc’@’ (log Rf+l. 
tcN1 
We choose a subsequence 9X: of %I&, Y E Nl, (Y) = !$>. !!I& as follows: 
Let ‘$Xi be chosen such that N(!IJIg)= IGWSN~ N($R,). Then choose %2,” 
such that N(‘$Q,“) = M~II,-~N~-(~Q) N(YJI,), where (v~)=‘&~~I %Rm’: and so on. 
We repeat this process INI]/ + 1 times. 
clearly N(92;) < N(%Rt;) < . . . . 
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Moreover, by the construction of the sequence (‘$.Rnz”,) and from (ll), (13) 
and (16), we get for r=l, . . . lN11/2+1, 
I ~(';3E~)<R2c'(Rn/INli) (log R)‘+’ 
<R2crRn (log R) r+14 (1% log 14) 
u 2(log 121)2-“; 
Q exp 
(1% 1% I4 I3 
ulRn(logp * 
Let K’ and K; be integers, (functions of 1.~1) to be suitably chosen and 
assume that 
K;<q, K’= O(R;). 
Notice that from (16), 
K’l-g’ N(W,+,) 
l6 2 qilJr,) 6 N(%Y&‘--K’+1) .. * N(WK1) 
Q exp (us K’Rn 
Hence there exists v such that for i = 1, . . ., k’ 
(17) m-c+,) 1 6 N(r33E”,) ’ exp uz K’ Rn(log log 1~1)s K;-k’ P% 14)24 > * 
Fix Ki to be c; log Izj/kl and conclude as in the proof of lemma 7 that 
there exist Lvl, L, corresponding to two of the ideals ‘!I&’ (v <i <v + k’, 
VI # vs) satisfying 
IL,--Li?I <a 
Further, as in the proof of lemma 7, let ai = LT, - $, Ia; I < Ki is an integer. 
Moreover, let 
then as in (8), we have 
where rr< (4%). 
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Notice that the size of 011 does not exceed ~13 (log Iz1)4*, since size 
pi < (Q.wh’n. 
Set 
we get 
K; = u 
[ 
(log ,zl)2-s and 
8 (logg121)2 
RVog 1% w 
(log I4 12-” 
using K’ Q pc;, 
+ c; log IzJ 3h 
- ; log log 12, K’ 
< 32h u2 (log log lzl)~BnK’ + c; log IzI 3h -- 
n u (1% 14Y-2s - ; log log 121 K’ 
< 68 c; log 1~1 log log jzj --.-- 
n K , 
provided 
K’ = 
us(log 14)&2s 4 
(log log [4)4Rn ’ us = & 
(19) 
K )I 
*** llOi3~2l <u4 (&2Gy (log log IV, zJ4= g$. 
Consider now the size of 0~2. 
Size 0~2 < 2 exp (1% 1% I4 1s ul Rn -- 
(1% I4 J2-* 
(C&n) Wn)k2 
<cl4 exp UI Rn 
(1% 1% HI3 + % 1% Hlog log Iz, 
(log Izp-8 K’ 
On using (19) 
Qc14 exp 
ud+(log l  1~1)~ + 3c; log ,z, log loglzla R@ 
(lo!3 I4 12-” @log lzl)&-6 > 
6~14 eq ulRn(log log 1z/)3 + 3c;(log log l.z1)3 R’@ (1% l4)2-8 z&‘(log (zp?A > 
6c15 exp 
wiwlog log lq 
0% I4)24 > ’ 
since Rn > (log Izl)(log log lzl)* 
because of [3]. Moreover, the restriction K’=O(K;) is also satisfied. 
Now the size of (~2 < IzI b, b a small positive con&ant, to be suitably 
chosen, provided tha,t 
(20) (log I4 IS” Rn < %lb (log log 121)3 -
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In the notation of the theorem of Stark. Let H = (log S)l+s’l, S= 1~16, 
where a; = 42 as in (II). Then clearly, size /?I, nd 1 <i <r are < Hlog H. 
Let E>O be as in (11). 
Choose a; = a/2 EL = a/( 2 + a). 
Hence by using Stark’s theorem, we have from (18), 
(21) 
1 
exp ( - * log 121) > exp ( - (log ~)i+~‘l)~+s’~ 
:. exp ( - + log 121) z exp (-G% log IzI)~+S. 
Where d > 0 is an effectively computable constant. Now choose b such 
that db< 4. Moreover, assume in (11) that 
Rn< 4% 14)3-s 
(log 1% I4 I3 ’ 
where a is a sufficiently small + ve constant chosen so that (la), (20) 
are satisfied. Then (21) gives a contradiction. Hence the proof of the main 
theorem is complete. 
Taia Iruhtute of Ftmdammtal Reeearch 
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